RLBC BASIC RULES OF ETIQUETTE
The sport of lawn bowling at all levels should be conducted in an atmosphere of fellowship,
friendliness and sociability, which has always been a feature of the game.
The code of etiquette, which should be followed by all bowlers is as follows:
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When you arrange to play in an event/tournament organized by your club, be punctual.
Should you be unable to play, give the organizers due notice so that they can find a
replacement for you.
Walk down well inside your own rink boundaries when changing ends.
It is not courteous to loiter about the head. The rule requires that players, except when
actually directing, shall not be less than 6 feet behind the jack.
Protect the green, never walk on it in shoes with heels. Never drop, bounce, or toss a bowl
carelessly. Do not openly criticize the condition of the green.
Respect your fellow bowler’s concentration when he or she is on the mat.
During play do not stand so as to obscure the rink boundary mark.
Do not talk or move suddenly while your opponent is on the mat.
Keep conversation to a minimum throughout the game. Chatter and movement can upset a
player's concentration and spoil their delivery.
Applaud a good shot, whoever plays it. If your opponent plays an unlucky shot, do not show
any outward sign of satisfaction at their misfortune. It may be your turn next.
Admit a lucky or fluke shot.
Do not criticize the play of your teammates or the judgment of your skip.
A visitor or guest should be always hospitably welcomed. Members should sit out of the
draw if necessary to make room for them.
Do your part to introduce any guests or new members to the club members. A tradition of
using first names is part of the game. Members should wear their nametags at all times.
If visiting another club and you are asked what position you wish to play, your response
should be, “whatever you wish me to play,” unless your experience has been limited to
playing lead.
Draw games encourage friendliness. Give them your support.
Do not keep teammates waiting no matter which position you play.
Do not argue about a shot, measurement or score. Let the skips, umpire or tournament
director decide the outcome.
Do not forget to express your appreciation for your marker in a singles match.
Avoid criticizing the playing conditions during a game, especially if you are a visitor on
another green.
A handshake between players at the beginning and at the end of the game is an excellent
custom in lawn bowling.
Express appreciation of good shots by your opponents or teammates.
Care for our greens equipment is everyone’s responsibility. All bowlers should assist in
setting up and putting away the equipment.
Everyone would rather win than lose, so do not gloat in your victory or moan in defeat.
Use good judgment and great discretion when kidding with your opponents. If in doubt,
DON’T.
Bowling clubs are friendly places. Do your best to foster this harmony by your loyalty to the
club and your fellow members. You will enjoy your participation both on the green and in
social events off the green. The pleasure you derive from bowling will be enhanced by the
codes of etiquette.

